The Source of Solar Energy IT is, I think, rather unfortunate that Mr. Proctor, in his recent work er1titled "More V1'orlds than One,'' should have re-advocated the earlier and now discarded views of Sir \V. Thomson concerning the source of solar heat or energy by meteoric p,rcussiotz. That theory, however ingenions as advanced by the physicist, is surely hardly one to be admitted by the a-;tronon'lec. Nothing less than an intense desire or necessity for finding some solution to the problem, whence or how the solar is nuintfl.ined, could have encouraged scientific men seriously to advance or support so plausible and unsatisfactory a. doctrine, or one, when examined, so little supported by what we really know either of meteors or of nature's laws. Having given much attention to astronomy, may I be permitted brietly to state what I hold are ·serious and practical objections to the validity of the meteoric or dynamical theory as applied to the conservation of solar heat and energy.
r. Because meteors and aerolites are lcnown to impinge and strike the earth in her orbit, ergo, a> T understand Mr. Proctor, numbers infinitely grefl.ter must no doubt be constantly rushing into the sun, as a body at once far larger, and mnd1 nearer to myriads of such bodies than the earth herself; but which, at a much smaller distance, are more likely to be d1 awn into the sun. Now, all that we really do know about meteors amounts to this, that by far the greater number of shooting stars visible in our atmosphere, in size no larger than a bean, a)1cl refl.lly sepamted fmm each other by thonsfl.nds of miles, belong to fixed and definite systems or rings, having fixed radiant points for certc.in epochs or periods, showing clearly that these bodies are revolvir1g round lhe sun, in courses as true ant! regular as the planets themselves, and are no more eddying or mshing into the sun, merely becm1se they are so insignificant, than is the earth herself. Having projected upon celestial charts the apparent courses or tracks of nearly 5,000 meteors, observed dunng every part of the year, I feel I am justified in stating that not more than seven or eight per cent. of the shooting stars observed on any clear night throughout the yefl.r, are sporadic, or do not belong to meteor systems at present known to us. More than one hundred meteor sv,;tems are now recognised, several of which appear most certainly to be connected with known comets; and from a paper I have just received from Professor Schiaparelli, of Milan, it would appear that the approximate average ptrihdiOit distance for 44 of these meteor systems is not less than O'], the earth's distance from the sun being I ·o; whilst of these 44 systems, only 4, or about IO per cent. have their unclero·r, that is, avproach the sun nearer than mne mrllrons of m1les ! Now, it i; pretty well fl.dmitted that meteors arc intimately connected with comet systems, yet out of some 200 comets, the elements of wllOSC orbits have been calculated with tolerable precision, only 5 per cent. have their perihdton distance under o r.
The same arcrument holds good fllso for planets, whose numbers also diminish" after a certain considerable mean distfl.nce from the sun. Are these ffl.cts, then, in accordance with the notion that meteoric bodies either increase in number as we approach the sun, or that meteors fl.re so constantly losing their senses, or sense of gravity, fl.S to be ever rushing into or fl.gainst the sun? I migl;t almost ask, do m1y meteors rush or fall into the sun? Is rt probable that the mass of all "the myriads of meteors" -in the solar system exceeds that of a smgle planet? whether tint of Mercury or Jupiter does not much signify. When we talce into consideration the gigantic amount of meteoric deposits required to maintain the solfl.r heat lor hundreds of millions of year;, in the meteoric theory, surely the supply of meteors would lono-since have been exhausted, were the supply at least confined merely to the meteors under a mean distance of o·r belong-il1rr to our own solar system! Tne argument, to begin with, is in"' a great degree fallacious, e.g, because meteors frequently strike the earth, they must, it is argued, strike the sun in Vfl.stly oreater numbers, and with far greater velocities. But it is forgotten that the meteors themselves, like the earth, fl.re revolving round the sun as a common centre, in regular orbits, and only by accident, as it were, come into mutual collision, just as the tail of a comet might pass through the system of Jupiter and his 3atellites ; while to the end of time neither the earth nor the meteors need necessarily come into contact with the sun.
2. But it is not merely meteors belonging to the solar system which are taxed to provide fuel for our sun; space itself may be filled with meteors ready to impinge upon the snu. The arguments against this are: (1) judging from analogy as well e.s from facts, comparatively few meteors fl.re sporadic, consequently the majority cannot belong to stellar space, but to our own system ; (2) granting that space itself is really more or less frlled with meteors, these would not necessarily rush straight into the sun, unless, as would very unlikely be the case, they had no proper motion of their own. They might be drawn into or enter our system, it is true, but, according to Schiaparelli, only to circu'ate lil<e comets in definite orbits.
3·
The zodiacal light is another victim to the emergencies of the mdeoric theory of solar energy. Whethre composed of myriads of small meteors, or merely a nebulous appendage, or atmospheric emanation belonging to the sun, is it credible thfl.t for hundreds of millions of yean there could, physically speaking, be sufficient mfl.terial in the zodiacal light to maintfl.in the sun's heat and supply all the fuel required? Has it ever yet been proved that the entire mass of matter constituting the zodiacal light, is either composed of' matter in a solid state, or, if it were, that its mass would be equal to that of our own earth ? If composed of sepfl.rate meteors, are they not each individually ,-evolving round the sun, rather than occupied in being gradually drawn into it as a vortex?* Of course I do not say that meteors are 11tuer drawn into the sun, or that they may not occasionally ;!\ll:l. by accident enter the solar fl.tmosphere; I have merely endeavoured to show that, from what we really do know about meteors and the Ia ws of nature, it is highly improbable that our sun could derive, in sufficient quantity, a needful supply of fuel from meteoric sources. The comet of 1843, which approached the sun within 55o,ooo miles, was not sensibly deflectEd from its course; it is just possible that so small a thing as an aerolite might at that distance have been drawn into the sun ; but is it not also possible, from what we know of comet and meteor systems, it may be wisely ordaine<l that the smaller bodies of our solar system, such as meteors, do 11ot fl.S a rule approach the sun too closely ; and they probably do not, if their perihelia distances are rarely under ro,o:>o,ooo of miles?
Aerolites are doubtless of larger size and weight than shooting stars, and, as far as is yet known, not so regular in their appearance as shooting stars ; but even with that class of phenomenfl., we notice a certain degree of periodicity in maxima fl.nd minima for certain times of the year, tending to show that they fllso may be subject to regular laws, and not fall so frequently or promiscuously upon the sun's surface as has been sometimes supposed. If they do not fall in vastly greater numbers, area for area, upon the sun thm1 they do upon our earth, certainly the dynamical effect would be very minute ! I may here also observe that even these bodies generally fall to the earth without being consumed, and with a very moderate velocity ; their original cosmical velocity having been lost before reaching the s11rface of the emth. In the of an fl.er?lite falling upon the sun's surface, its original velocrty may sumlarly have been gradually checked in its passage through the so]fl.r atmosphere, fl.nd a considerable amount therefore of the calculated mechanical effect lost. Small meteors would probably be consumed thousands of miles from the real body of the sun, seeing that the sun's inflamed atmosphere is now known to extend at times some so,ooo miles. It might almost be fl. question whether the sun's proper heat may not even be grefl.ter than that caused by the simple friction of a meteor through the solar atmosphere ! I merely allude to these minor matters, however, in order to point out some of the numerous uncertainties and difficulties connected with this meteoric or mechanical theory of the origin and conservation of solar heat, in addition to those already alluded to, bearing more especially upon the fl. 
NATURE
Microscope, in NATURE, No. 37· It is, I believe, quite a mis, take to say that you cannot get a cheap working English instrument. The model of Crouch, of London Wall, for instance, is not very much dearer than Hartnack's small model, and yet, at the same time, is in every way better and more com· fortable to work with. Crouch's rackwork is so good that for and j,ths there is no need to resort to the fine adjustment, except on special occasions, whereas, with the sliding tube, the fine adjustment is so continually uoed that it is very soon thrown wrong, to say nothing of the trouble which a beginner has in working the sliding tube successfully. I once had some of Nachet's instruments, to which Hartnack's are very like, in use in my class at University College, and the sliding movement was very successful in smashing my best specimens and injuring the front surfaces of my lenses.
Then again, the English length of tube is undoubtedly an advantage for a slanting posi· tion of the microscope, and I suppose that is by far the most common position in which an instrument is used. In addition, Crouch's instrument affords an admirably effective but simple stage movement, which may be entirely removed at pleasure, and has a simple sub-stage tube, into which, if required (and in London it often becomes a necessity), a condenser might be fitted. Crouch's instrument is like Hartnack's, simple but strong, steady, and cheap ; it differs in being about three times as convenient, and will, probably, last twice as long.
Nor cap_ I agree with Mr. Lankester in recommending the general purchase of Hartnack's glasses for student's use. His No. 8, for instance, in many respects an admirable glass, is terribly close, and for this, and apparently for other reasons, very soon gets spoilt when used by students. I have been using lately for my classes at University College, a tth of Crouch's, which, as far as ordinary histological work is concerned, performs in the most satisfactory manner, and yet is quite a cheap glass. I suppose the question of the price of labour prevents our English manufacturers from bringing down their prices to quite the French level, but I believe we get quite an equivalent for the slight excess in the form of greater convenience and better workmanship.
M. FosTER
Colour-Blindness THE nature of colour-blindness has never, I think, been satisfactorily ascertained. The usual explanation appears to be that. the eye of the colour-blind is insensible, or nearly insensible to light of some particular colour. This I regard as in many respects unsatisfactory, and as I am not aware that the theory which I now suggest has been advocated before, I venture to lay it before the public.
There are no doubt some cases in which the eye seems partially insensible to particular colours or to colours in general. In such cases, however, I believe there is usually defective vision, and not proper colour-blindness. Those only are to be regarded as truly colour-bl.ind who can perceive figures distinctly, but con· found colours which other persons distinguish. Such was the case, for example, with Dugald Stewart, who could not distinguish between the colour of the leaves and the fruit of a Siberian crab; but he saw both, and therefore could distinguish the colour of both from that of the sky or cloud which lay beyond them. I mention this case more especially because Stewart was a psychologist, and maintained iQ opposition to Reid that variety of colour is the means by which we perceive visible figure. This is atJeast conclusive as to the perception of variety of colours by the colour-blind, which all observations made upon them point to.
Many philosophers have attempted to explain the phenomenon by assuming an insensibility to some colour, red for example. My reasons for rejecting this explanation are: (I) that ·in some cases where the· experiment was tried (see Prof. Wart· mann's paper in the Scientific Memoirs for November 1844) the colour-blind saw the whole of the visible spectrum; and (2) thalif red (for example) were seei1 as black, there would be no danger of confounding it with green, which would, on this hypothesis, be the colour seen most distinctly; but, in fact, confusion in regard to one colour almost always extends to the complementary tint.
The explanation I would offer is that derived from seeing accidental or complementary colours. It is a known fact that the eye has, in general (whether natural or acquired), a peculiar aptitude for white light, and thus if I gaze on a bright surface of any other colour, and look away rapidly towards a dark ground, the complementary hue becomes immediately visible. Nor can it, I think, be doubted that the complementary hue is not produced by the act of looking away. Green, for example, is produced by the red light hlling on. the eye, and the effect of looking away towards the dark ground is merely to make the green separately visible by cutting off the-supply of red. It previously coexisted with and modified the red, bnt in ordinary eyes only to such an extent as not to prevent the red from strongly predominating in the total perception. This coexistence of the complementary colour with that actually visible is, I believe, known to persons accustomed to make delicate experiments in optics. I recollect in some lectures on the subject which I attended two or three years ago (where the equality of two lights of slightly different colours had to be determined), the professor cautioned us against looking too long at the lights, as he always found in his own case that there was a change of shade and a consequent impairment of the accuracy of his determination if he did so. This I have no doubt arose from the cause I have intimated. When we bear in mind the mutual excitation of sound-vibrations, the fact will create no astonishment. Now I apprehend that in. most instances true colour-blindness arises from these complementary colours being excited more rapidly and with greater intensity than in ordinary eyes. If, for example, on looking at a red object the complementary green was excited almost at once, and with such intensity as materially to modify the red; and if, on the other hand, on looking at a green object, the excitation of the complementary red took place with equal readiness and intensity, it is clear that such an eye could not distinguish red from green. Both colours would, in fact, be seen after the first instant as a white or grey. In confir.mation of this view I may remark that, according to Seebeck, all the colour-blind persons whom he examined confouncled the colours with grey. Another argument in its favour is, that a confusion in regard to one colour seems (according to Wartmann) always to extend to the complementary tint. Again, it is natural to suppose that the production of complementary colours will take place rapidly and with considerable intensity when the eye is unusually sensitive to the incident light. Now, I find this unusual sensitiveness noticed in several of Wartmann's examples. One young woman could read for nearly a quarter of an hour (in the evening) after any one else could. In the cases mentioned by Goethe, the sight of the young men was "very good," and they " appreciated with great delicacy the gradations of light and dark." " Many Daltonians," says W artmann, "see better in a demi-obscurity than other persons whose sight is more by clay than theirs," which he goes on to say was the case with three whom he himself had examined. Lastly, from t'he same paper it would appear that the colour-blind are either insensible to the phenomenon of accidental (complemental) colours, or see it with great difficulty. This, of course, is just as it should be on my theory. The colour-blind man sees both colours while looking at the coloured dbject, and he will again see both on looking away from it at the clark ground. If, for example, the colour looked at be red, the accidental green is seen while looking at the red, and it is also vivid enough to produce a secondary accidental reel on looking away.
The change produced by looking away will, therefore, be very slight, and hardly, if at all, perceptible.
I do not, however, put this theory forward as a complete explanation even of true colour-blindness.
In addition to accidental •or \complemental colours, I believe there is often another phenomenon which may be called subjective colours, which modifies the total perception.
In jaundice, it is well known, that black objects will appear yellow, and Dr. Wartmann records one case in which black appeared to the eye of the patient as green or crimson. I may have something more to say on this point hereafter. In such eyes, in fact, the adaptation is not for white light, but for light of some other colour, and the whole phenomenon of accidental colours is altered aecordingly.
If these views be correct, it is evident that the colour-blind man will be best able to discriminate colours when he merely takes one glance at the coloured object, and then looks away towards a dark surface. This is worth trying. The fact that form is most easily discerned by taking a pretty long look at the object, makes a man follow the same course when he wishes to discriminate colours, but the advisability of doing so may be doubted. Another consequence is, that the colour-blind man would probably discriminate colours more readily in a faint light than in a bright one. These two ob:;ervations can be easily made, and if my prediction should prove correct, the result will be of practical advantage to the colour-blind as well as a confirmation of the theory.
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